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Abstract

While sharing information is the main purpose of online
social networks (OSN), privacy is a major concern. It has
been argued that the lack of privacy protection caused the
massive departure of users from MySpace in 2008 [1] – spe-
cially, due to mass media coverage on dangers of teenagers’
public profiles and the appearance of Facebook, which pro-
vided a more private OSN. Besides mass media, we explore
the impact of family and friends in instilling privacy con-
cerns on teenagers. We develop an agent-based model to
simulate propagation of privacy concerns through connec-
tion in a social network, and the effect of individual users’
privacy decisions on the level of overall participation in an
OSN. We report the results of simulating different privacy
propagation factors. Our results are useful to understand
and predict hidden patterns of user behavior that lead to
changes in the number of active users in an OSN.

1 Introduction

In November of 2006, MySpace was the largest Online

Social Network (OSN) in the world, with more than 130

million users [2]. After having this large amount of users, a

massive departure from MySpace took place. The reasons

that led to this event are not clear, although several studies

have tried to identify the main factors that contributed to

this phenomenon. Among these factors is the lack of pri-

vacy mechanisms to protect the information of users. In

that particular period of time, the great majority of users of

MySpace were teenagers who inadvertently disclosed their

private information.The exposure of teenagers’ information

led to incidents in which teenagers were victims of sexual

predators [3]. The media repeatedly reported cases in which

teenagers’ safety was threatened due to their participation

in MySpace. This may have led to the concern of parents

and schools to educate and make teenagers leave MySpace.

Hence, both mass media and family pressure seem to be

plausible factors that influenced the departure.

Another possible factor that several studies point out as

the main driver to the diaspora of users from MySpace was

the appearance of Facebook. According to this hypothesis,

Facebook offered a more private space for teenagers to in-

teract with their peers than that of a more open OSN such

as MySpace.

In this paper, we look for the most plausible factors that

lead to the massive departure from MySpace. To answer

this, we propose a model to simulate how different factors

modify the user base of an OSN. Based on an extensive lit-

erature review, we included in our model the following fac-

tors media, peer and family pressure. Media pressure refers

to the impact of media coverage about privacy breaches on

raising individual’s privacy concerns, which we hypothesize

to have impacted some users’ decisions on ceasing their par-

ticipation in MySpace. Peer pressure is defined as the influ-

ence of peers on one’s decision to stay or leave an OSN,

where the reason to leave might be joining another OSN or

stoping using OSNs. Since we are considering teenagers as

one of the relevant groups that is part of any OSN, and in

particular of MySpace, we also include family pressure as a

factor that affects teenagers’ awareness to privacy and that

possibly influenced them to leave MySpace. Since media

brings consciousness of privacy threats to families, we con-

sider family pressure as a function of media pressure. The

contributions of our research are as follows:

1. Extrapolating from literature review, we identify the

main factors that may have raised privacy awareness,

which result in the massive departure from MySpace.

2. We design an agent-based model to simulate and ana-

lyze how individual privacy concerns and environmen-

tal variables affect the global community behavior in

an OSN.

3. We develop a generic model to capture different factors

that influence the behavior of users of any OSN. As a

result, this model may help to predict and improve the

sustainability of OSNs.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Sec-
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tion 2, we describe agent-based modeling methodology and

basic properties of OSNs. In Section 3, we present the pro-

posed model. In Section 4, we present the results. In Sec-

tion 5, we conclude and present future work.

2 Background

Agent-Based Modeling: Agent-based Modeling has

been successfully used in social psychology to identify how

individuals’ decisions lead to a global phenomenon and pre-

dict outcomes of actions in a particular environment over

time. This methodology has been applied to many domains

such as innovation networks [5] and partner selection pat-

terns [6]. Recently it has been also used to find the critical

mass of OSNs [7] and designing successful OSNs [8].

In an agent-based model, each individual, known as

an agent, acts based on their perceived environment (e.g.,

what other agents do) and a set of rules representing their

programmed behaviors. Each agent has its own behavior,

which is believed to be part of the underlying factors to cre-

ate a pattern in a society. The advantages of this methodol-

ogy are the ability to predict global behavior patterns based

on individuals’ behavior without the cost of creating the real

conditions to test potential factors causing them. An un-

derstanding of these patterns serves to anticipate the reper-

cussions of changes of environmental variables. In this pa-

per, we use agent-based modeling to better understand the

drivers that resulted in the massive departure from MyS-

pace.

Topology of OSNs: OSNs are generally modeled as an

undirected graph in which a node represents a user and a

link between a pair of nodes represents a friend relation-

ship. The number of friends a user has is known as degree

of the corresponding node. For large OSNs, the degree dis-
tribution, which is the distribution of friendship links in a

network, follows a power-law distribution: P (k) ∼ k−γ ,

where k is the node degree and γ ≤ 3, meaning that very

small number of nodes have a very large number of links

[2]. OSNs also follow the small-world property, in which

networks have a small diameter and high clustering [9]. The

assortativity of a graph is a measure of the likelihood for

nodes to connect to other nodes with similar properties.

MySpace Topology: To simulate the propagation of pri-

vacy concerns in a way that reflects reality, we collected

available data about MySpace’s topology. A method to es-

timate MySpace’s topology measures was reported in [2].

Table 1 shows the sampling information and estimated met-

rics for MySpace. The estimated mean number of friends

was 137.1 and the estimated average degree of separation

was 2.7. The estimated average clustering coefficient and

assortativity measure show that MySpace was not a fully

connected graph, but a graph with a tendency to form clus-

ters with hubs connecting nodes with smaller degree. The

Table 1. MySpace Topology Metrics [2]
Sampling ratio 0.08%

Number of nodes 100,000

Number of edges 6,854,231

Mean degree (k) 137.1

Average clustering coefficient 0.26

Assortativity 0.02

Estimated degree of separation 2.7

Estimated γ 2.7 - 3.1

Figure 1. Daily Accesses to MySpace [1]

value of γ indicates that while a very small number of users

had many connections, the great majority of users had very

few.

Torkjazi et al. [1] reported a detailed analysis of 360,000

MySpace profiles. Their results show that the number of in-

active accounts grew exponentially since 2006 to the middle

of 2007, while the number of active accounts grew linearly.

From 2007 to the middle of 2008, both curves are linear,

with the number of inactive accounts having a higher slope.

The decline of MySpace was also documented by

Alexa.com, which reports the number of daily unique vis-

itors to websites. Figure 1 illustrates the change in the

amount of people visiting MySpace. We use the informa-

tion about the user participation in MySpace to validate our

model.

3 Model Specification

In this section, we present our model, which identifies

the most significant factors that led to the massive departure

of users, especially teenagers. We begin by explaining the

following factors: peer, media and family pressure.

Peer Pressure: Peer pressure occurs ”when people your

own age encourage you to do something or to keep from

doing something else, no matter if you personally want to
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or not” [4]. The most relevant aspect of this definition is

the fact that ”individuals are motivated to act and think in

certain ways because they have been urged, encouraged, or

pressured by a peer to do so” [10]. Several studies sug-

gest that people are subject to peer pressure when joining

and leaving an OSN. It has been shown that the probability

to enter an OSN increases if the amount of friends that a

person already has in that community surpasses a thresh-

old [11]. Conversely, it has been stated that people left

MySpace in groups, not individually [1]. From the pri-

vacy perspective, peer pressure is similar to the herd prin-
ciple [12], also known as social proof [13], in which indi-

viduals tend to accept taking risks if the people surrounding

them appear to be taking the risk too.

Teenagers are particularly vulnerable to peer pressure.

They find a space in OSNs to develop the important skills of

adapting to membership in a social group and, as such, feel

the pressure to join those communities or move to another

ones when their peers do so. For these reasons and evidence

found in [1, 11], we include peer pressure as a factor that

may influence the decline of user participation in an OSN.

Media Pressure: It has been shown that mass media

is responsible for establishing the topics of discussion in a

community at a particular moment in time [15]. Accord-

ing to [16], in a year, on average a person spends 40%
of the time using mass media, comparing to 33% of time

spent sleeping, and 26% of the time performing other ac-

tivities. Due to the enormous exposure of people to media,

we believe that mass media plays an important role on the

thoughts parents and teenager have related to privacy. In the

period of interest (2005 to 2009), mass media presented sev-

eral news related to privacy problems, damage of reputation

and the risks of publishing teenagers information on OSN.

In particular, concerns arose due to the use of teenagers’ in-

formation by sexual predators. Figure 2 presents the num-

ber of news related to MySpace’s privacy issues during the

period elapsed between January 2005 to December 2009.

Initially the media did not have any particular interest on

the topic, but around January 2006 a series of privacy re-

lated news started to surface. We believe that this media

coverage motivated families and the overall community to

persuade teenagers to leave MySpace.

Teenagers and Family Pressure: According to [14], a

significant proportion of MySpace users were teenagers be-

tween 14 and 21 years old. Teenagers are exposed to family

pressure as documented in [17], where teens that do not use

MySpace are classified into two classes: 1) disenfranchised
teens and 2) conscientious objectors. Disenfranchised teens

are teenagers that cannot access Internet for non-academic

purposes due to parental restrictions or because they only

have access to Internet in the school. The group of conscien-

tious objectors is conformed by teens that agreed with their

parents not to disclose information in OSNs due to moral or

Figure 2. Number of news articles related to
privacy issues on MySpace (2005 to 2009)

safety concerns. We define family pressure as the pressure

exerted by family members on teenagers to avoid the dis-

closure of information that may later endanger or damage

their reputation.

3.1 Mathematical Formulation

We use agents to represent users in an OSN. In our

model, agents are exposed to the influence of their peers,

mass media and family. These pressures are modeled as

continuous functions in the interval [0–1]. When a pres-

sure equals to 1, it means that an agent is experiencing the

maximum pressure possible, and a pressure of 0 means that

the agent is not experiencing any pressure at all. We denote

ρ(t), μ(t) and Υ(t) as peer, media and family pressure at a

time instant t, respectively.

In order to model the pressure experienced by agents,

we consider that privacy concerns which result in staying

or leaving an OSN spread like a virus1. The virus spread

model starts with an initial breakout, which is the number

of initial infected people. The probability of an individ-

ual getting infected increases with the number of infected

neighbors. Hence, the virus continuously spreads through

the neighbors. We adapted the model presented in [19], in

which a technology spreads like a virus and the neighbors’

status influences the decisions made by an agent to adopt a

new technology.

Each agent is either active or inactive. An inactive agent

represents a user that has left the OSN, while an active

agent is one that still belongs to the OSN (using the virus

metaphor, an active friend is healthy and an inactive agent

has caught the virus). The number of friends of an agent

is denoted by K (number of active plus number of inactive

1Ideas were shown to spread like viruses in [18].
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friends) and the number of friends that are inactive is repre-

sented by P .

We use two alternative functions to model peer pres-

sure: fractional peer pressure ρf (t) and linear peer pres-
sure ρl(t). We use ρ(t) to refer to both of them when we

do not want to distinguish. These alternative peer pressure

functions are defined as follows:

ρf (t) =

(B
C
)
∗
(P
K
)
; ρl(t) =

(B
C
)
∗ (P)

where B represents the benefit of leaving the OSN and C
represents the cost of leaving the OSN, here 0 ≤ B

C ≤ 1,

and, the ratio P
K represents peer pressure that an agent feels

to leave or stay in the OSN. Intuitively, the cost of departing

from an OSN includes losing access to its information. In

addition, when a new OSN, such as Facebook, appears with

additional positive factors (e.g., more privacy), the benefit

of leaving the initial OSN increases as more friends decide

to join the new OSN (i.e., Facebook). That is, as the number

of friends that leaves the OSN increases, the peer pressure

to leave increases as well.

Media pressure is modeled as a function that considers

the normalized amount of privacy related news at a particu-

lar moment of time. In Section 3.2, we present the different

functions used for the simulations.

We modeled family pressure as a consequence of media

pressure. We believe that the media coverage takes some

time to raise concerns among family members about privacy

issues for teenagers. We call this period of time a lag. At

a time instant t, the family pressure is given by a previous

value of the media pressure as follows: Υ(t) = μ(t − i),
where i represents the magnitude of the lag period.

We define the total pressure (Γ) as a function of time

composed by peer, media and family pressure as follows:

Γ(t) =

⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩
ρ(t) ∗ (w1μ(t) + w2Υ(t)) if w1 + w2 > 0 ∧ ρ �= 0

ρ(t) if w1 + w2 = 0

w1μ(t) + w2Υ(t) if ρ(t) = 0

Where, 0 ≤ w1 ≤ 1 and 0 ≤ w2 ≤ 1 are weights that

represent the influence of media and family pressure. When

an agent represents an adult, the weight associated to the

family pressure is always zero (w2 = 0) to reflect the fact

that adults are not subject to family pressure.

Finally, each agent is randomly assigned a threshold

(τ ) that determines whether environmental pressures would

make her leave the OSN. We model τ as a normally dis-

tributed variable in the range (0 ≤ τ ≤ 1). An agent leaves

the OSN when the total pressure is greater than its threshold

(Γ(t) ≥ τ). Hence, τ determines the sensibility of an agent.

3.2 Considered Scenarios

We use different scenarios to observe how media pres-

sure influences the simulation.

1) Constant Media Pressure: This scenario simulates pe-

riods of time during which media privacy coverage is con-

stant. In this case, the media pressure is set to a given num-

ber 0 ≤ c ≤ 1, μ(t) = c for all instance of time t.
2) Random Sinusoidal Pressure: In order to simulate

a scenario in which the media pressure oscillates as the

time goes by, we evaluate the system under a media pres-

sure given by the following equation: μ(t) =| sin(t) ∗
random |, where, in order to introduce some randomness

in the sinusoidal function, we multiply it by a uniformly

distributed random number. The absolute value is taken to

ensure that the μ(t) is always positive.

3) Observed Media Pressure: We collected the number

of news related to privacy issues on MySpace during the

period of January 2005 to December 2009, shown in Figure

2. We used this information to run simulations with media

pressure as a linear function of the number of news.

4) No media pressure: This option allows us to run the

simulation without considering media influence on raising

privacy awareness.

4 Results

We implemented our model using NetLogo 4.1.2 envi-

ronment [20]. Figure 3 shows the interface of our imple-

mentation. The results reported in this paper came from ap-

proximately 13,000 simulations that were run using a scale-

free network of 1000 nodes. The average cluster coefficient

of the network is 0.31, average degree is 5.056 and the net-

work diameter is 5. The input parameters of the network

generation algorithm were specified in order to get similar

network measures to those estimated for MySpace (see Ta-

ble 1). The proportion of teenagers to the total number of

users was kept to 0.75 to reflect the configuration of MyS-

pace [14]. Each agent was randomly assigned a privacy

threshold τ , which was normally distributed with mean of

0.5 and standard deviation of 0.15.

The parameters that were tested in the simulations are

the following.

• Media Pressure: Constant, Sinusoidal, Observed, None (see
Section 3.2)

• Peer Pressure: None, fractional (ρf (t)), linear (ρl(t))

• Ratio B/C: 0.16, 0.33, 0.5, and 1

• Initial outbreak sizes: 3%, 6%, and 10% of the population

• Family pressure: with and without family pressure

• Lag: 10 days, 30 days, and 50 days

• Media factor (w1): 0.3 and 0.5

• Family factor (w2): 0.7 and 0.5
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Figure 3. A screenshot of a simulation

• Periods of time: 500, 750, 1000, 1500 and 1790 days

The simulations were run for all the combinations of the

parameters previously mentioned. The maximum interval

of time in which the simulations were run is equivalent to

the period between January 2005 and December 2009. Each

agent evaluated if she wanted to leave the OSN every 30

days or less. Agents were not allowed to return to the OSN

once they left it.

In order to analyze the data generated by the 13,000 sim-

ulations, we use the C4.5 classification algorithm [21] 2.

This algorithm allows us to find the variables that better pre-

dict the amount of people leaving the community (e.g., type

of media pressure, kind of peer pressure). In order to use

this classification algorithm, the number of inactive agents

at the end of each simulation was categorized in intervals

of 100 people (e.g. [0–99], [100–199], and so on). We run

the algorithm with a confidence factor of 0.25 and 100 as a

minimum number of instances per class.

Our simulation results suggest that mass media and peer

pressure play the most relevant roles when predicting the

number of people leaving an OSN. We analyzed the results

according to the scenarios presented in Section 3.2.

Constant Media Scenario: For this scenario, the num-

ber of people leaving the OSN depends on the constant

value used as media pressure and the presence peer pres-

sure. A high constant value of the media can lead to every

agent leaving, and a low constant value can lead to the de-

parture of only the initial infected agents. The final number

of inactive agents is reached very quickly in the first iter-

ations and then is kept constant until the end of the simu-

lation. This scenario does not reflect MySpace experience,

as it does not produce the smooth decreasing trend seen in

Figure 1. These results suggest that peer pressure was not

the unique cause of the massive departure from MySpace.

No-Media Scenario: When media pressure is not con-

sidered, some agents still leave the community. In this case,

2We use J48 algorithm, an open source implementation of the C4.5

mechanism provided by Weka (http://www.cs.waikato.ac.nz/ml/weka/).

the initial outbreak size and peer pressure play the most im-

portant role. The rate of departure increases when B/C ra-

tio is higher. This scenario shows similar results to the ones

found for constant media scenario, where the final number

of inactive users is reached earlier on the simulation (al-

though, it is slower than in constant media scenario), and

then it is kept constant.

Random Sinusoidal Media Scenario: When we con-

sider the sinusoidal function as media pressure, the number

of agents leaving the OSN is always more than 40%. For

this scenario, the most important factor is the existence of

family pressure. If there is no family pressure, the number

of inactive agents range from 500 to all of them. This differ-

ence is explained by the number of days considered in the

simulations. When the simulation does not include higher

values of the first increasing sinus curve, about half of the

agents leave. In contrast, when the simulation runs for long

periods (when the media pressure reaches values closer to

1), everyone leaves. When family pressure is present, the

number of days included in the simulation is also an impor-

tant factor. The pattern is the same –the longer the period,

the higher the number of users quitting the OSN. Other in-

fluencing factors are the kind of peer pressure, the ratio B/C
and family factor. In general, the fractional peer pressure
function produces more moderated values of inactive people

(from 40% to 85%) compared to linear peer pressure (50%

to 95%). For these reasons, the random sinusoidal media

scenario does not resemble the real world pattern shown in

Figure 1.

Observed Media Scenario: When observed media

pressure is used, the number of days, the initial outbreak

size and the type of peer pressure are the most influencing

factors. The longer the period of analysis, the higher the

number of people leaving. For shorter periods (less than

750 days), the outbreak size and the kind of peer pressure

are key. In this case, the final number of people leaving is

always less than 30%. For longer intervals, the main factor

is the existence of peaks on media-pressure. Considering

the peak on the number of news reported in January 2009,

almost everyone leaves the OSN. In contrast, when fam-

ily pressure weight (w2) is higher than the media pressure

weight (w1) and the family pressure lag is higher than 30

days, the results differ from the latter scenario. In this case,

the effect of a high media pressure is diminished by a low

family pressure. This finding suggests that in reality the

influence of family on teenagers is relevant. On the other

hand, when media peaks are not considered, the lag of the

family pressure and peer pressure are the key. If there is any

lag, the existence of peer pressure leads to the departure of

almost half of people. When the lag is longer, the amount

of people leaving ranges from 20% to 50%. The highest

values of inactive agents occur when the ratio B/C is higher

than 0.5. Thus, when the cost of leaving is closer to the
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value of the benefit, people are more likely to leave. The

simulations that use the fractional peer pressure function

generated more moderated departure, ranging from 20% to

30 %. The results achieved in this scenario were the clos-

est to the real data collected about MySpace. The results

found when the media peak is not included match the curve

shown in Figure 1. Further analysis needs to be performed

to understand how effects of peaks on media coverage are

diminished in real life.

Although we run our simulations with a small network,

we were able to identify some interesting patterns under dif-

ferent conditions of media, peer and family pressure. Fur-

ther simulations are required to generalize these results.

We aim to run new simulations using bigger networks with

other measures in order to analyze potential changes on the

identified patterns.

5 Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper we present an agent-based model to iden-

tify the main factors that contributed to the massive depar-

ture of MySpace in 2008. This model provides a framework

that can be extended to test additional hypothesis about the

causes that may lead to massive departures from any OSN.

The presented model includes three influencing factors

on the decision of leaving or staying in an OSN: peers, mass

media and family. We simulated 4 different scenarios for

media pressure: no-media, constant, random sinusoidal and

observed media pressure. We run more than 13,000 simula-

tions and analyzed the data using a classification algorithm.

The results suggest that the media and peer pressure are the

most influencing factors. We found that the model using ob-

served media coverage produces curves of number of inac-

tive users over time similar to MySpace historic data. How-

ever, this finding is challenged by the existence of a peak on

number of news related to privacy in this OSN. Our insight

is that considering media pressure as a linear function of

news might be still too simple to grasp the complexities of

how media affects people’s decisions. As future work, we

plan to evaluate additional mechanisms to estimate media

pressure. It would also be interesting to analyze the impact

of additional factors such as gender, privacy legislation and

privacy policies offered by the OSN provider.
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